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This is the first paperback version of the second edition of the popular A Guide to the Birds of

Panama. In the second edition, published in 1989, the authors expanded information on the birds of

Costa Rica, Nicaragua, and Honduras: approximately 200 new species were added to the material

in the 1976 edition. Over 300 additional species, some of them Panamanian, were illustrated.

Sixteen new plates were added, and three of the original plates were replaced by improved

versions. Throughout the book changes were made to accommodate the explosion in knowledge of

the birds of Panama and nearby areas and of neotropical birds in general. The basic sequence and

systematics of the AOU 1983 Check-list were adopted. Also included in the revised edition was

expanded and updated information on birdfinding in Panama, prepared with the assistance of two of

Panama's best resident birders. The book also contains a special section outlining developments in

Panama ornithology and conservation. "A sophisticated treatment of one of the world's richest

avifaunas."--The Quarterly Review of Biology
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It remains the only guide specific to the birds of Panama so a birder headed to that country has

almost no choice but to buy a copy. However, this is a 1989 update to a work originally completed in

1974 and it is sorely lacking many features that are incorporated into the "modern" field guides

published in the last decade.Significant problems with this book that hopefully a future Panama bird

guide will address:1) There are no range maps showing the distribution of species in Panama.

There is a text description of the range for each bird, but this is vastly inferior to a map, especially



for someone who is visiting Panama.2) Immature birds are not illustrated, and females are poorly

illustrated: often with just a drawing of the head. The coverage for the Euphonias is especially poor

with no illustration of the commonly encountered immature male Thick-billed Euphonia (looks like

the female, but with the black mask and yellow head spot of the adult male), and only a head

illustration for the male Tawny-capped Euphonia without any illustration of the female

Tawny-capped Euphonia to assist in distinguishing it from the similar (illustrated) female

Fulvous-vented Euphonia. Female hummingbirds are also mostly absent, or only shown with an

illustration of the head.3) The paperback version has an extremely heavy binding and is too heavy

for all but the most athletic birders to take into the field. I saw many people who had resorted to

cutting the illustrative plates out of the book, binding those, and carrying that into the field. If you are

planning to stay at any hotel billing itself as a birdwatching site then you don't even need to bring

this book with you to Panama as you will be better served browsing a hotel copy at the end of your

day.
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